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Fig. 3: Mirror displacement. 
Rotation around the y-axis 

! The mirror system consists 
of four mirror t i les of 
40x40cm2. Each tile is 
mounted to a common 
aluminium frame at three 
points. Each point can be 
displaced along the beam 
di rect ion v ia remotely 
operated actuators. 

The concept of the CBM-RICH [1][2] foresees 
three main components: CO2 gaseous radiator, a 
focussing mirror system, and a  photon detector 
system.  
Gas purity and correct mirror alignment are 
among the crucial design aspects of the RICH 
detector. In this poster we show their effects on 
Cherenkov rings and determine upper tolerances 
for mirror misalignment and gas contamination.   

To verify the concept of the RICH detector a 
laterally scaled prototype has been constructed and 
tested at the CERN-PS T9 facility.  
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The CBM-RICH The RICH Prototype The Mirror System 

! The radiator is 1.7 m long. A stable and pure 
CO2 provision was guaranteed through a gas 
system, which keeps the radiator under an 
overpressure of 2 mbar. 

! The photon detector consists of several types of 
PMTs and MCPs. 
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Mirror misalignment displaces hit 
positions of reflected photons on the 
detector plane [3]. Such a displacement 
corrupts the resolution of Cherenkov 
rings. Fig. 2 illustrates the effects of 
displacing the upper side of mirror 
number 3 of the RICH prototype by a 
distance of ΔZRotX. It corresponds to a 
rotation angle αX around the x’-axis.  Fig. 
3 illustrates rotations around the y’-axis 
(displacement: ΔZRotY, rotation of αY). 

The Task is to determine tolerable displacements (rotation 
angles) with an electron beam, which generates Cherenkov 
light and passes between the mirrors number 3 and 4. 

αx 

Mirror alignment and gas purity aspects 
were extensively studied: 
 
!   Mirror displacements of up to 0.32 mm, 

corresponding to an αX of about 1 mrad 
are tolerable. 

!   Gas impurity can be tolerated up to 1% of 
Oxygen and up to 1%o of water vapour. 

It was successfully tested at a 
constant overpressure of 
2±0.1 mbar, fig. 8. The O2 and 
H2O contamination could be 
reduced to 80 ppm  and 25 
respectively.  

Fig. 2: Mirror displacement. 
Rotation around the x-axis 

Fig. 1a: mirror system of the RICH 
prototype. 
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Each Cherenkov ring is projected on 
mirrors 3 and 4 and is therefore split into 
two halves. ΔZRotX (ΔZRotY) displaces a 
half ring upwards (inwards) deforming  
the ring to an ellipse with larger (smaller) 
major axes. In the study  
each ring is fitted with  
an ellipse and the major 
axis (A-axis) is considered. 

The Effect 
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Coordinates of ring centre 
The x- coordinate of the rings is not 
affected by the displacement ΔZRotX, 
while the y-coordinate increases as one 
of the ring halves moves upwards, see 
figure 4. 

Fig. 7: x- and y-
positions of rings 
at different ΔZRotX 
displacements. 

 
 
Figure 5 shows simulated and 
measured distributions of the 
A-axis. The mean value grows 
with ΔZRotX until ΔZRotX = 1.3 
mm, where it start falling 
again. This is the threshold, 
where the splitting of the two 
ring halves is pronounced 
enough and the ring finder 
recognises two rings. They 
can be fitted with realistic 
values of the A-axis but with 
wider distributions due to the 
low number of hits per ring. 

Fig. 5: simulations (up) 
and data (bottom).  

Figure 6 shows the behaviour of the A-
a x i s d i s t r i b u t i o n u n d e r ΔZ R o t Y 
displacement. The maximum abscissa 
and the mean value of the distribution 
decrease, the FWHM increases. 

Fig. 6: simulations (left) and data (right).  
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The contamination was artificially 
increased up to 10000 ppm (O2) and 
1100 ppm (H2O). Even under these 
conditions neither the number of hits per 
Cherenkov ring nor its radius are 
affected, fig. 9. 

The gas system is 
c o n s t r u c t e d t o 
provide pure CO2-
gas at a constant 
differential pressure 
of 2 mbar.  

Fig. 8: Δp in the RICH box and O2- and H2O contamination. 

Fig. 9: Number of hits and ring radius as function of O2- 
contamination. 
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